
Customers appreciate a
more efficient paging

method for food pickup.
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for casual-dining restaurants

The Visual-Pager by Microframe silently pages customers to the pickup
counter when their order is ready. Food is served promptly without the hassles
or noise of a PA system. The result is quicker more efficient service and a
higher level of customer satisfaction.

When the customer’s food is ready, the person working the pickup counter
simply enters the order number in the provided keypad. The order number
then appears on the display(s) located in the restaurant. Once the food is
picked up, the order number can be deleted by the keypad operator, or the
display can be set to automatically delete the number after a specified
amount of time.

THE MICROFRAME VISUAL-PAGER®

Microframe’s Visual-Pager® is a restaurant paging solution
ideal for a wide range of foodservice establishments. The
Visual-Pager is especially suitable for use in delicatessen,
cafe, bakery, fast food, quick service, pizza parlor, sports
bar, and other casual-dining settings.

Try any Microframe Visual-Pager for 30 days. If you
are not completely satisfied, simply return it to receive
a full refund.* Microframe provides a 1-year factory
warranty against defects in material or workmanship
on all Visual-Pagers.
• Full refund is contingent upon the receipt of the product in original packaging and
excludes shipping charges.

30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
AND PRODUCT WARRANTY

• Silently notify customers when their food is ready

• Eliminate loud disturbances of PA announcements

• Reduce congestion around food pickup counter

• Increase quick, smooth pickups at the food counter

Microframe will work with your software provider to integrate the Visual-Pager
with any POS system, making it completely automatic. When the order is
filled and the bumper bar has been pressed, the order number will immedi-
ately appear on the display(s). The order numbers can be set to automatically
delete after a specified amount of time (between 1 and 9 minutes), or when
the user chooses to manually delete the number.

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED OPTIONS

Our expert customer service representatives and
engineering experts are available to assist you at any
time–even after the sale. They will not only help you
decide which system will work best for you, but they
will also stick with you every step of the way.

FREE TECH SUPPORT AND
PRODUCT CONSULTATION

“At Microframe
your satisfaction

is more important than a sale.”

Displays can be
purchased with

or without the
“NOW SERVING”

lettering.
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The Visual-Pager is a low-cost solution to your on-
premise paging needs. It silently and discreetly pages
people to the pickup counter when their food is ready.
Simply enter the person(s) assigned number into the
provided keypad, and the number immediately appears
on the display(s). With no batteries to replace or addi-
tional parts to buy, the Visual-Pager is virtually mainte-
nance free and it’s easy to install.

FUNCTION

Visual-Pager systems come complete with a display and a keypad that
drives the system. The 900 Series and the Model 9620 also includes the
wiring necessary for installation. All displays come in attractive
aluminum cases with red Plexiglas front panels. These cases are black
anodized for scratch-resistant purposes.

Additional components can be purchased individually. Multiple displays
enhance viewing while additional keypads allow you to page guests from
different locations (i.e. page guests from the kitchen, the food pickup
counter, or the bar).

VISUAL-PAGER COMPONENTS

The 900 Series and the 3500 Series (wireless) both offer
displays in 2-, 3-, and 4-digit versions with 5.5” tall char-
acters for visibility up to 125 feet. These displays can
rotate up to 30 numbers at a time. Numbers can be set to
automatically delete after a specified amount of time
(between 1 and 9 minutes of display time).

Displays for the 9620
Model feature six 2-digit
numbers. These 2.5” tall
characters are visible up
to 80 feet. This model is
ideal for paging multiple
customers simultane-
ously. Numbers can be

set to automatically delete after a specified amount of
time (between 1 and 9 minutes of display time).

The Visual-Pager keypad is about the size of a hand-
held calculator. It features an LCD display allowing
the operator to see what number is being displayed
at any given time. Up to 32 keypads can be used
with each display, allowing keypads to be placed in various
locations. The operator at any keypad may enter or delete numbers from
the display(s) simultaneously.

VISUAL-PAGER KEYPAD

When multiple numbers are being displayed, the length of time each
number appears on the display is determined by the user. Display time
intervals may be selected from 0 to 9 seconds. When 0 is selected the
numbers do not rotate. Instead, a single number is displayed until the
delete button is pushed and the next number appears. This continues
until all numbers have been shown and deleted. Another programmable
option is the automatic delete command. Entries may be set to auto-
matically delete after 1 to 9 minutes of display time, eliminating the need
to remember to delete a page.

PROGRAMMABLE OPTIONS

When installing a 900 Series or a Model 9620 Visual-Pager, the range
between the display(s) and the keypad(s) can be extended over 1,000
feet. The range of the 3500 Wireless Series is 1/4 to 1/2 mile.

We have found that the wireless version will work in most deli, cafe, and
restaurant settings. This eliminates the need for an electrician to run
wiring. Installation is easy with this “plug and play” system. The wireless
display hangs on a single screw and plugs into an AC outlet. The keypad
comes with a transformer that also plugs into an AC outlet.

INSTALLATION RANGE

Series 900

Model 9620
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DISPLAY OPTIONS

Displays for the 9430
Model feature four 3-digit
numbers. These 2.5” tall
characters are visible up
to 80 feet. This model is
ideal for paging multiple
customers simultaneously.
Numbers can be set to

automatically delete after a specified amount of time
(between 1 and 9 minutes of display time).

Model 9430
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